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Abstract 
This paper introduces three cosmic expansion models with constant, decele-
rating and accelerating speed of expansion respectively. Then characters of 
these cosmic expansion models are compared. Based on these cosmic expan-
sion models, the thresholds of observable universe are calculated via simula-
tions, where the earliest observable cosmic radius ( )earliestR t  is always 0.368R 
(R is cosmic radius at current universe time) for any cosmic expansion mod-
els. 
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1. Introduction and Related Works 

The measurement of the distance of stars and galaxies in the universe has always 
been one of the main research topics of cosmology. About 100 years ago, astro-
nomers discovered that the light of distant stars has a redshift, so it is speculated 
that these stars are moving away from the earth. After that, scientists used Eins-
tein’s field equations to introduce the universe’s space-time expansion model 
[1]. Later, astronomers discovered that stars and galaxies farther away from the 
earth have larger separation speed. Hence the stellar distance according to its 
redshift is calculated based on Hubble’s law [2]. 

In physical cosmology, the cosmic expansion model is established via Eins-
tein’s field equations, to constrain the metric of an isotropic uniform universe 
using Robertson-Walker metrics [1], and perform the derivation of universe evo-
lution dynamics. Then there is a first-order differential equation of spatial scale 
( ) 2:R t R k+ . When 0k > , the cosmic expansion decelerates; when 0k < , the 

cosmic expansion accelerates; when 0k = , the universe expands at a constant 
speed [3]. 

Based on above universe expansion model, the Big Bang theory describes how 
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the universe expanded from an initial state of extremely high density and high 
temperature [4]. The Big Bang theory is compatible with Hubble’s law. Hubble’s 
law [2] is the observation in physical cosmology that stars are moving away from 
the Earth at speeds proportional to their distance. 

The photon epoch was the period in the evolution of the early universe in which 
photons dominated the universe. The photon epoch started at about 10 seconds 
after the Big Bang, and ended at 370,000 years after the Big Bang, when the tem-
perature of the universe fell so that photons no longer interacted frequently with 
matter including Atomic nuclei and electrons [5]. 

In [6], it mentioned a so-called horizon problem. Since the known cosmic 
space-time is almost isotropy and homogenous with almost evenly distributed 
cosmic energy density, if the speed of light c is a constant, which is slower than 
the speed of cosmic expansion, then the energy-carrying light could not reach 
the universe’s boundaries quickly enough, resulting in a significant difference of 
measurable cosmic energy density. 

To solve the horizon problem, a hypothesis is made that the speed of light in 
early universe is much faster than the speed of light c in current universe. This 
hypothesis is proved by a certain fixed value of spectral index, which describes 
the initial density ripples in the Universe [6]. The latest spectral index figure re-
ported by Planck satellite [7] verified the spectral index value calculated by [6] 
very well, with an error less than 1%. 

Based on the above cosmic expansion dynamics using Robertson-Walker me-
trics [1], and the assumption that the speed of light equals the speed of cosmic 
expansion, this paper introduces three cosmic expansion models with constant, 
decelerated and accelerated speed of expansion respectively. And the characters 
of these models are compared. Then the threshold of observable cosmic space-time 
is derived. Note that, this paper is not to judge which cosmic expansion model is 
correct, but to find out the threshold of observable cosmic space-time. 

List of Terms 

T: The current universe time T = 13.82 Gyrs. 
t: Universe age or time, where 0 t T≤ ≤ . 
c: The constant speed of light. 
R: Universe radius at T. 
M: Total mass of the universe. 
G: Gravitational constant. 

GΦ : Gravitational potential. 
( )G tΦ : Gravitational potential at universe time t. 

GV : Velocity of propagation of gravitation. 
( )ExpanV t : Speed of cosmic expansion at t. 

( )R t : Universe radius at t. 
( )0R : Initial Universe radius at 0t = . 

d: Light source. 
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O: The Observer and the center of the cosmic horizon. 
( )v t : Separation Speed at time t. 
( )S t : The distance between O and the beam of light (B) emitted by d. 

S: The distance of d observed by O. 
Gyr: Giga years. 
Gly: Giga light years. 

earliestt : The earliest observable universe time. 
( )earliestR t : The cosmic radius at the earliest observable universe time earliestt . 

furthestS : THE furthest observable distance. 
( )expanr t : Cosmic expansion rate at t. 

( )accr t : Cosmic acceleration rate at t. 
( )r t : Spatial scale at t. 
t∆ : Unit time. 

2. Cosmic Expansion Models 
2.1. Constant Cosmic Expansion Model 

Assume the speed of cosmic expansion ExpanV c= , where c is the constant speed 
of light as shown in Figure 1. The universe age is T = 13.82 Gyrs according to 
[7]. Therefore the current cosmic radius 13.82 GlysR cT= = , assuming  
( )0 0R t = → . The universe radius R(t) during the cosmic expansion is a straight 

line as shown in Figure 2. 
The constant cosmic expansion model is apparently contradicted to the Big 

Bang model. Since it has no inflation period in early universe. But this simplified 
cosmic expansion model could be a benchmark which will help us to understand 
the cosmic expansion and the observable universe easier [8]. 
 

 
Figure 1. The speed of cosmic expansion for decelerated and accelerated models. 
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Figure 2. Universe Radius for different cosmic expansion models. 

2.2. Decelerated Cosmic Expansion Model 

The speed of light is the constant c. ( )expanV t  is cosmic expansion speed at un-
iverse time t, which is the increasing speed of cosmic radius ( )R t . ( )expanr t  is 
cosmic expansion rate at universe time t, where ( ) ( )expan expanr t V t c= . 

The propagation speed of light equals the propagation speed of electromag-
netic field c. On the other hand, light also has the characters of photon gas. 
Therefore, during cosmic spatial expansion, photon gas (light) also expands at 
the same way. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that, the speed of light consi-
dering cosmic expansion rate is ( ) ( ) ( )expan expanc t r t c V t= = , such that the speed 
of light equals the speed of cosmic expansion, in order to avoid the horizon 
problem. 

The spatial scale ( ) ( )expanr t r t c t= ∆ . Let time unit t∆  equals constant 1/c. 
Therefore the spatial scale ( ) ( )expanr t r t= . Hence the speed of light observed by  

observer at any universe time t equals 
( )
( )

( )
( )

expan expan

expan

r t c r t c
c

r t r t
= = . It shows that,  

both spatial scale and the speed of light are varied according to cosmic expan-
sion rate ( )expanr t , therefore the speed of light at any universe time t is the di-
mensionless constant c. 

Since the spatial scale ( ) ( )expanr t r t=  varied with cosmic expansion rate at 
different universe time t, in order to present all kinds of distances with a uni-
form spatial scale r, let 1r = . Then for any universe time t with spatial scale 
( ) ( )expanr t r t= , any distance d is presented as ( )expanr t d  using the uniform 

spatial scale 1r = . The uniform spatial scale 1r =  is used in equations of de-
celerating or accelerating cosmic expansion models in the following sections. 
Then, 
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2
G

GM c
R

Φ = =                        (1) 

( ) ( )2 2
expan

GM r t c
R t

→ =                         (2) 

( )
( )2

1

expan

R t
R r t

→ =  

( ) ( ) ( )Expan expan
RV t r t c c

R t
→ = =                (3) 

The derivation of the cosmic decelerating model is based on Equation (1) [9]. 
The proof of Equation (1) is provided in Appendix of this paper. Note that, the 
purpose of this paper is not to prove the correctness of any cosmic expansion 
model. 

According to Equation (1), then Equations (2) and (3) can be derived as fol-
lows, where G is Gravitational constant, M is the cosmic total mass which is as-
sumed to be a constant too. 

According to [7], take universe age 13.82 GyrsT = , which is the current un-
iverse time. The initial universe radius ( )0R t  is set to a random small value. 
Let ( ) 10

0 10 mR t = , where 0 0t = . ( )0R t  can be any random value less than 
1010 m, which does not affect the simulation results, because the time period it 
takes for the cosmic radius to expand to 1014 m is less than 1 second. The current 
universe radius R is temporarily set to 46.5 Glys according to [10]. Hence the in-
itial conditions for simulation are as follows.  

( ) ( ) 10
0 0 10 mR t R= =  

13.82 GyrsT =  

46.5 GlysR =  

According to Equation (3), the initial speed of cosmic expansion ( )0ExpanV t  
can be calculated as follows.  

( ) ( ) ( )0 0
0Expan Expan

RV t V c
R

= =  

According to Equation (3), after time period dt, there are: 

( ) ( ) ( )0 0ExpanR dt R V dt= +  

( ) ( ) ( )ExpanR t dt R t V t dt+ = +  

Simulation were performed according to the above procedure. Simulation re-
sults show that, when ( ) 46.5 GlysR t = , t T> . Only when ( ) 20.73 GlysR t = , 

13.82 Gyrst T= = . For 10t =  million years and 100t =  million years, the speed 
of cosmic expansion is around 11.1c and 5.2c respectively for the decelerating 
model as showing in Figure 1. 

Figure 3 shows the process that the speed of cosmic expansion decreased from 
2400c to c, during the period of universe time 1 year 13.82 Gyrst≤ ≤ . 
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Figure 3. Cosmic radius for 1t ≥  year (decelerating model). 
 

The speed of cosmic expansion ( )ExpanV t  decreased to less than 100c for 1t =  
million years. And ( )ExpanV t  decreased less than 2.5% in the last 1 Gyrs of un-
iverse time. 

The simulation of cosmic decelerating model also mimics the inflation of early 
universe very well as shown in Figure 4. It shows that the cosmic radius ( )R t  
expanded from the initial size ( ) 10

0 10 mR t =  to 1 light year in less than 2 mi-
nutes of universe time, and ( )R t  expanded to more than 8 light years when 
universe time 1 hourt = . 

2.3. Accelerated Cosmic Expansion Model 

According to the Big Bang theory and the accelerating cosmic expansion model, 
the cosmic expansion decelerated after the Big Bang until universe time 9 Gyrst = . 
Then the acceleration of cosmic expansion began after 9 Gyrst =  (4.82 Gyrs 
ago) [11]. 

Since the above decelerating cosmic expansion model can mimic the inflation 
of early universe very well, and the current cosmic radius R = 20.73 Glys in the 
decelerating model, which is much less than the current cosmic radius of 46.5 
Glys in the accelerating model [10], therefore it is reasonable to assume that in 
the accelerating model, the cosmic expansion procedure is the same as that in 
the decelerating model for 9 Gyrst ≤  as shown in Figure 1. 

Figure 1 shows that the speed of cosmic expansion decreased from 11.1c 
(when 0.01 Gyrst = ) to 1.24c at 9 Gyrst =  in the decelerating model. While in 
the accelerating model, assume the speed of cosmic expansion increase linearly 
for 9 Gyrst >  depending on different acceleration rate ( )accr t , and the speed 
of cosmic expansion for accelerating model is exactly the same as the decelerat-
ing model for 9 Gyrst ≤ . 
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Figure 4. Cosmic expansion rate for 1t ≤  hour (decelerating model). 
 

If ( ) 0accr t = , the speed of cosmic expansion ( )expanr t  is fixed on 1.24 for 
9 Gyrst > . 

If ( ) 1accr t = , where ( )expanr t  increases by 1 per Gyrs, the cosmic expansion 
rate ( )expanr t  increases linearly from 1.24 (at 9 Gyrst = ) to 5.95 at current un-
iverse time T. 

If ( ) 2.148accr t =  where ( )expanr t  increases by 2.148 per Gyrs, the cosmic 
expansion rate increases linearly from 1.24 (at 9 Gyrst = ) to 11.46 at T, and 
cosmic radius R expands to 46.5 Glys. 

3. Deriving the Threshold of Observable Universe 
3.1. Constant Cosmic Expansion Model 

In the constant cosmic expansion model, the cosmic radius ( )0 0R t = → , and 
the cosmic radius R(t) expands by the speed of cosmic expansion ExpanV c= . 
Therefore, for a given universe time t T≤ , then ( )R t t c= × . 

If there is a light source d at boundary of the universe, d emitted a beam of 
light (B) to the Observer O (O is the earth, which is the center of cosmic hori-
zon) at time t as shown in Figure 5. Then at the position of d within universe 
time t, the earth (O) has a separation speed ( )v t c=  because the cosmic expan-
sion speed ExpanV c= , assuming the cosmic space-time is isotropy and homo-
genous [8]. 

The distance between the beam of light (B) and the earth (O) is ( ) ( )S t R t=  
at universe time t. After time period dt, the beam of light (B) approached O by 
speed of light c. Because the cosmic expansion speed is constant c, therefore the  

separation speed of the earth (O) is ( ) ( )
( )
S t

v t dt c
R t dt

+ =
+

, assuming the cosmic  

space-time is isotropy and homogenous, and the separation speed is proportion-
al to the distance according to Hubble’s law [2]. Hence, 
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Figure 5. Observing the light source d during cosmic expansion. 
 

( )R t c t= ×   

( )v t c=  

( ) ( )S t R t c t= = ×  

( ) ( )R t dt c t dt→ + = × +  

( ) ( )
( )
S t

v t dt c
R t dt

+ =
+

 

( ) ( ) ( )S t dt R t c dt v t dt dt+ = − × + +  

At universe time t Ndt+  where Ndt N dt= × , then 

( ) ( )R t Ndt c t Ndt→ + = × +  

( )
( )
( )

1S t N dt
v t Ndt c

R t Ndt
+ −  + =

+
 

( ) ( ) ( )1
N
KS t Ndt R t c Ndt dt v t Kdt
=

+ = − × + +∑  

If t Ndt T+ = , and ( ) 0S t Ndt+ = , then the separation speed  
( ) 0v t Ndt+ = , and the beam of light (B) has arrived the earth (O) exactly at 

current universe time T, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6 [8]. 
Simulation by Matlab is performed according to the above pseudo code. The 

simulation results are as follows. 

5.084 Gyrs 0.368earliestt T= = , 

where 
13.82 GyrsT =  

( ) 5.084 Glys 0.368earliestR t R= =  

The above simulation results show that, at universe time 0.368earliestt T= , 
universe radius ( ) 0.368earliestR t R=  (where 13.82 GlysR = ), the light source d 
at boundary of the universe has emitted a beam of light B towards the center of 
cosmic horizon O (the earth). After time period earliestT t− , B has arrived O ex-
actly at universe time T. Therefore the light source d at boundary of the universe 
at earliestt  is observed by observer O right now at universe time T [8], as shown 
in Figure 2. 
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Figure 6. The procedure to observe the light source d during cosmic expansion. 
 

If the light source d has emitted another beam of light B' at time earliestt  to the 
opposite direction of B, then when the beam of light B arrives O (the center of 
the cosmic horizon) at universe time T, B' also arrives the boundary of the un-
iverse with radius R, because the speed of light equals to the speed of cosmic ex-
pansion. Therefore the distance S of light source d as observed by O is the dis-
tance traveled by the beam of light B (or B') during time period earliestT t− . 
Therefore, 

( ) 0.632furthest earliestS R R t R= − =  

If d is within the boundary of the universe at time earliestt t′ < , then  
( ) ( )earliestR t R t′ < , therefore the beam of light emitted by d' has arrived O at un-

iverse time T T′ < , therefore d' can be observed by O at T', which was at time 
period T T ′−  ago. Hence time earliestt  is the earliest observable universe time 
when signals emitted by a light source d at that time can be received by O at 
current universe time T, ( ) 0.632furthest earliestS R R t R= − =  is the furthest observ-
able distance from where a light source d can be observed by O at current un-
iverse time T [8]. 

3.2. Decelerated Cosmic Expansion Model 

In the decelerating cosmic expansion model, for any universe time t, universe 
radius ( )R t  can be calculated by the simulation as described in the last section, 
as shown in Figure 2, and the cosmic expansion speed ( ) ( ) ( )Expan expanV t c t r t c= =  
as described in the last section (Subsection 2.2). 

Similar to the above constant expansion model, for a given universe time 
t T< , there is a light source d at the boundary of the universe with cosmic ra-
dius ( )R t . And d emitted a beam of light (B) towards the observer O at time t 
as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6, where the speed of light c is replaced by 

( )expanr t c  in the decelerating model. Then the following equations can be de-
rived. 

( ) ( )expan
Rr t

R t
=  

( ) ( )expanv t r t c=  
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( ) ( )S t R t=  

( ) ( )expan
Rr t dt

R t dt
→ + =

+
 

( ) ( ) ( )
( )expan

S t
v t dt r t dt c

R t dt
+ = +

+
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )expanS t dt R t r t dt cdt v t dt dt+ = − + + +  

At universe time t Ndt+ , then, 

( ) ( )expan
Rr t Ndt

R t Ndt
→ + =

+
 

( ) ( )
( )
( )

1
expan

S t N dt
v t Ndt r t Ndt c

R t Ndt
+ −  + = +

+
 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1
N N

expanK KS t Ndt R t dt r t Kdt c dt v t Kdt
= =

+ = − + + +∑ ∑  

If t Ndt T+ = , and ( ) 0S t Ndt+ = , then the separation speed  
( ) 0v t Ndt+ = , and the beam of light (B) has arrived the earth (O) exactly at 

current universe time T, as shown in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 
Simulation is performed according to the above process. The simulation re-

sults are as follows. 

3.083 Gyrs 0.223earliestt T= = , 

where 
13.82 GyrsT =  

( ) 7.626 Glys 0.368earliestR t R= = , 

( ) 0.632earliest earliestS R R t R= − =  

The above simulation results show that, in the decelerating expansion model, 
at the earliest observable universe time 3.083 Gyrst =  with universe radius  
( ) 0.368earliestR t R= , a light source d at boundary of the universe can be observed 

by the observer O at universe time T with the furthest observable distance  
0.632earliestS R= , where 20.73 GlysR = . 

3.3. Accelerated Cosmic Expansion Model 

In the accelerating cosmic expansion model, it is said that the cosmic expansion 
is decelerated after the Big Bang until universe time 9 Gyrst = , and the cosmic 
expansion was accelerating when universe time 9 Gyrst >  until now with cur-
rent universe time 13.82 GyrsT =  [11]. 

Since the decelerating cosmic expansion model can mimic the inflation of 
early universe very well, therefore it is assumed that in the accelerating model, 
the speed of cosmic expansion is exactly the same as that in the decelerating 
model for rs9 Gyt ≤  as shown in Figure 1. 

For 9 Gyrst > , the acceleration rate ( )accr t  in the accelerating model is set 
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to 0, 1 and 2.148 respectively as mentioned in the last section (Subsection 2.3). 
simulation results are as follows, as shown in Figure 2. 

For ( ) 0accr t = , 3.27 Gyrsearliestt = , 21.55 GlysR = , ( ) 0.368earliestR t R= . 
For ( ) 1accr t = , 6.24 Gyrsearliestt = , 33.16 GlysR = , ( ) 0.368earliestR t R= . 
For ( ) 2.148accr t = , 9.75 Gyrsearliestt = , 46.5 GlysR = , ( ) 0.368earliestR t R= . 
Simulation shows that, for any other acceleration rate ( ) 0accr t > , and for the 

accelerating period begins at any universe time t other than 9 Gyrs, the earliest 
observable cosmic radius ( )earliestR t  is always 0.368R, although R and earliestt  
are varied according to different acceleration rate. And the furthest observable 
distance is 0.368 0.632furthestS R R R= − =  for any acceleration rate. 

3.4. Summary 

In summary, the earliest observable cosmic radius ( )earliestR t  is always 0.368R 
for any cosmic expansion models including the constant, decelerating and acce-
lerating models. Therefore the furthest observable distance is always  

0.368 0.632furthestS R R R= − =  for any cosmic expansion models. 
The earliest observable times earliestt  are 3.083 Gyrs and 5.084 Gyrs for the 

decelerating and constant models respectively. earliestt  is more than 3.27 Gyrs 
for acceleration rate ( ) 0accr t >  in the acceleration model as shown in Figure 2. 
Therefore the lowest threshold for the earliest observable time earliestt  is 3.083 
Gyrs for any cosmic expansion model. 

4. Conclusion 

This paper introduces three cosmic expansion models with constant, decelerat-
ing and accelerating speed of expansion respectively. Then characters of these 
cosmic expansion models are compared. Based on these cosmic expansion mod-
els, the thresholds of observable universe are calculated via simulations, where 
the earliest observable cosmic radius ( )earliestR t  is always 0.368R (R is cosmic 
radius at current universe time) for any cosmic expansion model, and the lowest 
threshold for the earliest observable time earliestt  is 3.083 Gyrs for any cosmic 
expansion model. 
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Appendix 

In [12], it assumed that, the velocity of propagation of interactions (represented 
by c) is the same in all inertial systems of reference. In mathematically speaking, 
the velocity of propagation of interactions keeps invariant with the choice of dif-
ferent 4-dimensional space-time orthogonal coordinate system. 

Similar to the assumption above, assume that the velocity of propagation of 
gravitation or interaction of material particles (represented by GV ) keeps inva-
riant with the choice of different 4-dimensional space-time orthogonal coordi-
nate system. 

The cosmic gravitational potential GΦ  on cosmic sphere with universe ra-
dius R is produced by all matter M of the universe [9], where 2

G GVΦ = , and the 
gravitational potential energy of a material particle with mass m is  

2
G G GE m mV= Φ = . 
Then replace speed of light c with GV , the Lorenz transformation can be de-

rived. And the equation of Lorentz Factor γ  is as follows [9].  

2

2

1

1
G

v
V

γ =

−

 

Then based on Principle of Least Action, the Lagrangian of a material particle 
with mass m, and the relativistic Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be derived. Then 
the equations of electrodynamics, including Maxwell’s equations, Lorentz force 
and d’ Alembert’s equation can be derived consequently [9] [12]. Hence it is 
proved that GV c= , and 2 2

G GV c= = Φ . Then the following equation of gravita-
tional potential can be derived. 

2 2
G G

GM V c
R

Φ = = =  

*End of Appendix* 
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